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ABSTRACT  
The microstructure development of Inconel alloy 718 (IN718) during conventional 
processing has been extensively studied and much has been discovered as to the 
mechanisms behind the exceptional creep resistance that the alloy exhibits. More recently 
with the development of large scale 3D printing of alloys such as IN718 a new dimension 
of complexity has emerged in the understanding of alloy microstructure development, 
hence, potential alloy development opportunity for IN718.  
This study is a broad stroke at discovering possible alternate microstructures 
developing in Direct-Metal-Laser-Sintering (DMLS) processed IN718 compared to those 
in conventional wrought IN718. The main inspiration for this study came from creep test 
results from several DMLS IN718 samples at Honeywell that showed a significant 
improvement in creep capabilities for DMLS718 compared to cast and wrought IN718 
(Honeywell). From this data the steady-state creep rates were evaluated and fitted to current 
creep models in order to identify active creep mechanisms in conventional and DMLS 
IN718 and illuminate the potential factors responsible for the improved creep behavior in 
DMSL processed IN718.  
Because rapid heating and cooling can introduce high internal stress and impact 
microstructural development, such as gamma double prime formations (Oblak et al.), 
leading to differences in material behavior, DMLS and conventional IN718 materials are 
studied using SEM and TEM characterization to investigate sub-micron and/or nano-scale 
microstructural differences developed in the DMLS samples as a result of their complex 
thermal history and internal stress.  
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The preliminary analysis presented in this body of work is an attempt to better 
understand the effect of DMLS processing in quest for development of optimization 
techniques for DMLS as a whole. A historical sketch of nickel alloys and the development 
of IN718 is given. A literature review detailing the microstructure of IN718 is presented. 
Creep data analysis and identification of active creep mechanisms are evaluated. High-
resolution microstructural characterization of DMLS and wrought IN718 are discussed in 
detail throughout various chapters of this thesis. Finally, an initial effort in developing a 
processing model that would allow for parameter optimization is presented. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
History of Inconel Alloys 625 and 718 
In 1906 Ambrose Monell patented a nickel-copper alloy that later came to be known 
as Monel alloy 400.(Patel) The 20th century brought extensive growth and development in 
the nickel industry. With these new alloys, jet propulsion and other technological advances 
became more feasible. Today Nickel superalloys are used in a wide variety of applications, 
and perhaps most notably in aerospace technologies. A major driving force throughout the 
1900’s was the International Nickel Company (Inco) starting with Inconel alloy 600 in the 
1930’s and each decade developing a new addition. Inconel alloy X-750 was patented in 
the 40’s and was later used as the skin of the rocket powered X-15 hypersonic research 
vehicle. Later in the 1960’s after many Inconel alloys had been patented Inconel alloy 718 
was patented. Today Inconel alloy 718 (IN718) continues to be the alloy of choice for many 
aerospace applications (Patel). 
H. L. Eiselstein is credited with the development of Inconel alloys 625 and 718 and 
with the discovery and development of  𝛾′′ responsible for strengthening 
mechanism.(Patel) The Inconel family had been studied for 20 years at the time the 
development of alloy 625 was initiated. The need for high-strength materials for 
supercritical steam line applications had been the initial driving force behind the 
development. The goals for this alloy were good weldability, high creep resistance, and for 
it to not be prone to age hardening. Part of the development involved ageing treatments to 
test for alloy stability. The results of this testing lead to the discovery of stable 
𝛾′′precipitated.  
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This lead to a halt in the development of 625 and the immediate focus on developing 
what would later become Inconel alloy 718, a precipitate-strengthened, creep resistant, 
weldable alloy with exceptional corrosion resistance. Once the development of 718 was 
completed work was again resumed on 625. Alloy 718 is said to be the most popular nickel 
alloy used today in aerospace and other critical applications (Eiselstein and Tillack). 
The uses of Inconel alloy 718 include: components for liquid fueled rockets, turbine disk, 
rings, casings, and various formed sheet metal parts for aircraft and land-based gas turbine 
engines, and cryogenic tankage. This alloy is also used for fasteners and instrumentation 
parts (SpecialMetals). One of the more interesting aspects of IN718 is that it not only 
performs well at high temperatures, but also at very low temperatures (Kwon et al.), this 
unique combination makes it extremely useful in rocket applications where fuels are kept 
at cryogenic temperatures prior to combustion.  
Alloy 718 is not easy to manufacture however, with conventional machining 
techniques tool wear is high and material removal is slow. Because IN718 is a poor 
conductor of heat, care must be taken to avoid overheating that could damage both the 
tooling and the workpiece. (Costes et al.) Because of the difficulties associated with 
machining of highly complex IN718 parts are either cost prohibitive or impossible to 
produce conventionally. One example that illustrates this comes from the LEAP engine 
that GE produces. The fuel nozzle, a complex assembly consisted of 20 individual parts 
that had to be laser welded together. Leveraging recently developed Additive 
Manufacturing (AM) technology, a one-piece fuel nozzle was developed that fully replaces 
the 20-piece assembly and improves the efficiency of the engine (Conner et al.).  
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Additive manufacturing (AM) provides the ability to create complex shapes wand 
provides for rapid development, prototyping, and an overall reduction in supply chain 
needs, however it does come with difficulties and draw-backs. The current trend of using 
AM for materials such as Inconel alloy 718 has created the need for better understanding 
of the microstructure effects of such a process. 
 
Direct Metal Laser Sintering 
Direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is an additive manufacturing process 
developed by EOS GmbH – Electro Optical Systems in the 1990’s (Kelley). The process 
starts with a thin layer of powder that is rolled/leveled across the baseplate to achieve 
uniformity, the powder surface is then raster-scanned with high power laser beam. The 
beam intensity is modulated to melt and fuse the powder. The sintering of each layer occurs 
at a depth sufficient to fuse each layer of powder to underlying layer. The next layer of 
powder in then deposited, spread out, and sintered to grow the desired structural 
component.  
The laser beams raster/scan paths/patterns, hatch space (distance between two 
neighboring raster lines), the beam overlap area, and the layer thickness are important 
parameters impacting the final sintering quality and processing time. In order the maximize 
production fast scan rates and high power are used in the DMLS process. This combination 
leads to rapid heating of the material during processing and depending on part geometry 
and power/base temperatures it can mean rapid solidification as well.  
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From a kinetic standpoint rapid cool can play a positive role as it inhibits secondary 
phase precipitate growth and can offer more control during postproduction heat treatments. 
However, from a mechanical point of view it is less desirable as thermal contractions may 
not have time to relax prior to solidification and significant internal stresses can develop in 
a part. In addition to high internal stress, the rapid solidification can lead to high-energy 
grain boundaries. In conventional materials slower cooling rates generally allow for better 
resolution of these stresses and high energy grain boundaries, and this may be one of the 
reasons leading to a change in the behavior of DMLS samples. 
 
Scope of Study  
 The scope of the research presented in this thesis consists of three main areas: 
I. Detailed literature review – microstructure and properties of IN718 
II. Investigating active creep mechanisms in wrought and DMLS IN718  
III. Microstructural Analysis of DMLS and wrought IN718 
IV. Preliminary thermal modeling of DMLS processing  
As of yet there is little to no literature available that addresses creep behavior as it 
relates to DMLS prepared IN718 vs Conventionally prepared IN718. Therefore, for a 
part of this study the steady state creep rate was calculated for 26 creep rupture tests that 
had previously been performed by Honeywell on DMLS prepared IN718. The data from 
these calculations was then fitted mathematically to identify fundamental creep 
characteristics that differ from those found by fitting similar data taken from 32 wrought 
IN718 samples. With this comparison preliminary conclusions and theories have been 
formed and these are presented in Chapter 3. 
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Material microstructural analyses are performed using various characterization 
methods. In this study common characterization tools such as Scanning Electron 
Microscopy (SEM) was used to study DMLS and conventional Inconel 718 included. SEM 
analysis of the fracture surfaces of creep-ruptured test bars (fractographic analysis) and 
metallographically prepared (polished and etched) specimens provided valuable 
information regarding failure mode and microstructural features present in these materials. 
Fractographic analysis revealed intergranular creep mode of failure and final ductile failure 
morphology, indicative of creep cracking along grain boundary. A polished sample was 
also analyzed by SEM, which also revealed the presence of precipitates and oxides along 
the grain boundaries.  
This observation and the presence of precipitates and oxides on the fracture surface 
and along grain boundaries will be discussed and illustrated in Chapter 4.  
Common microstructural analysis methods used by other investigators was 
inconclusive in identifying the differences in DMLS and conventional IN718, hence, the 
hypothesis for the presence of nano-scale microstructural features and/or substructure in 
DMLS processed IN718. To address this hypothesis, Transmission Electron Microscopy 
(TEM), which is the most appropriate material characterization method in investigating 
sub-micron microstructural features, was considered. Due to limitations in preparing 
superalloy TEM samples at ASU, our effort during early stage of this research focused on 
the identification of important differences in the manufacturing parameters of DMLS vs 
conventional materials in an attempt to explain the observed disparities in the behavior. 
This approach provided a more visible path to success and a more viable option while 
considering upgrades to the TEM sample preparation facilities at ASU.  
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Lack of funding for acquiring electrochemical polishing equipment appropriate for 
superalloy TEM specimen preparation, and the difficulty in preparing quality superalloy 
TEM specimens through Focused Ion Beam (FIB), led to limited TEM analysis. During 
the course of this study we considered outsourcing portions of the TEM sample 
preparation. While limited by circumstances, some TEM studies were performed on IN718 
samples and the results of these findings will be presented. TEM analysis efforts are 
discussed in detail in Chapter 5 and 6. 
The effort in this research was further expanded to explore the viability of 
predicting the thermal history of nodes in a DMLS part and relating them to changes in 
microstructure development. This was approached by creating a rudimentary thermal 
modeling of DMLS processing of IN718, and leveraging the knowledge of 
kinetics/thermodynamics in determining the phases forming in this AM processed material. 
Having done this, it was determined that the degree of microstructural development during 
cooling was somewhat limited due to the short cooling times. The study in this regard was 
even further shifted as an awareness of internal stress and its role in shaping microstructure 
during production and later during heat treatments was considered. The results of our 
preliminary investigation, which are still somewhat speculative in nature (other 
publications have been found with supportive views), will be presented in Chapter 7.  
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CHAPTER 2 
MICROSTRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF IN718 
 
Composition and Phases of IN718 
Inconel alloy 718 is a complex nickel alloy with several alloying elements including 
chromium, iron, niobium, molybdenum, titanium, and aluminum, other elements such as 
carbon may also be present in the alloy, but in very small amounts, Table 1 lists all of the 
major and minor alloying elements with their respective concentration levels. 
Table 1. IN718 alloying elements with composition limits 
 
Source: (SpecialMetals) 
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IN718’s microstructure consists of combinations of a gamma (𝛾) matrix with a 
mixture of gamma prime (𝛾′), gamma double prime (𝛾′′), delta (𝛿), and the possibility of 
Laves secondary phases as well as other metal carbide (MC) precipitates with compositions 
of MC and M23C6. Table 2 lists these phases with their respective symmetries and 
compositions. 
 
Table 2. Listing of secondary phases in superalloys 
 
Source: (Kitaguchi) 
 
The strength of IN718 comes from a mixture of inter-metallic compounds 
(IMC’s) but the primary strengthening of the alloy is attributed to 𝛾′′ (Devaux et al.).  
IN718 offers good weldability (Janaki Ram et al.), high corrosion resistance, and 
a very broad service temperature window [2] (SpecialMetals). The alloy is generally used 
in solution treated and double aged condition (e.g., see Figure 1). 
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.  
Figure 1. Heat treatment process in IN718 (Caliari et al.). 
 
The parameters of the heat treatment can be varied based on the desired results and 
the scheme given in Figure 1 is only one example of a double ageing schedule. 
Strengthening comes from coherent solid-state precipitates, some are 𝛾′ (Ni3Al) but most 
are 𝛾′′ (Ni3Nb) precipitates (Oblak et al.; Paulonis et al.; SpecialMetals). Both of these 
precipitates are ordered super-lattice forms of the FCC-Al Ni-rich matrix: L12 in the case 
of 𝛾′ and DO22 in the case of 𝛾′′.  
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The solvus temperature of these precipitates is about 900–920°C (1650-1690°F) 
(Oradei-Basile and Radavich). Moreover, while the 𝛾′′ precipitates have been reported to 
be metastable with the stable form of Ni3Nb being the so-called delta (𝛿) phase which is 
orthorhombic, however, due to slow kinetic development of the 𝛿 phase it does not develop 
during heat treatments from 500 to 1,000𝑜𝐶 lasting 100hrs or less (Brooks and Bridges). 
Figure 2 shows the time temperature transformation (TTT) diagram for IN718 and 
illustrates the stability of the primary strengthening phases at intermediate temperatures 
and times.  
 
 
Figure 2. TTT diagrams of IN718, the dash-dot curves are the modification for forging at 
high strain rates reported by the investigators (Oradei-Basile and Radavich)  
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Determining accurate TTT diagram for IN718 and better understanding of the 
kinetic of phase transformation in this alloy is of great interest. Examples of phase 
transformation diagrams reported in literature are shown in Figure 2. It is reported that 
transformation in IN718 is also strain rate dependent (Oblak et al.). Oblak, et al. noted that 
with proper aging under a tensile load the 𝛾′ phase could be eliminated leaving only 𝛾′′ for 
further improving creep resistance and strength. Other investigators have reported 
unexpected high levels of Niobium being present as a solid solution in the 𝛾 matrix; this is 
attributed to a lack of precipitation as a result of extreme cooling rates (Jägle et al.).  
 
Figure 3. Phase diagram of Inconel 718 alloy (Oradei-Basile and Radavich). 
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The laves phase is detrimental to the strength of the alloy, however under most 
circumstances other than cast IN718 its presence is minimal (Kwon et al.). It is worth 
noting that high cooling rates have a mixed effect on the presence of the laves phase. High 
cooling rates give less time for segregation to a laves phase and can reduce the size of the 
laves formations, however dendritic growth during fast solidification can lead to micro-
segregation resulting in non-equilibrium Laves formations in inter-dendritic regions, on 
grain boundaries, and on layer surfaces (Chlebus et al.). The Laves phase is rather difficult 
to dissolve because of the poor diffusivity of large Nb atoms therefore a solution treatment 
at 980°C is favorable for much of the Laves phase dissolving in the matrix, and more Nb 
atoms are then released around the Laves particles. 
The peak temperature of 𝛿 phase precipitation in IN718 is about 900°C. In solution 
treatment at 980°C, needle-like 𝛿 phase precipitation occurs at grain boundaries when 𝛾′ 
and 𝛾′′ phases dissolve in the matrix. The 𝛿 phase is not as detrimental as the Laves phase 
but offers little to no strengthening and can be associated with an increased susceptibility 
to hot cracking (Azadian et al.). The formation of the  𝛿 phase is stifled where locally small 
content of Nb caused by the occurrence of abundant Laves phases affects its formation so 
that it cannot be precipitated. This condition may be a possibility during the solidification 
process in SLM/DMLS due to micro-segregation as a result of dendritic growth, and during 
heat treatment.  
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The Effects of Stress on Microstructure Development 
 The effect of stress on microstructure is reported in literature; hence, it is of great 
importance to focus some attention on internal stress developed in IN718 during rapid 
cooling in the DMLS process.  
 
The magnitude of these stresses is not well understood, however, its presence is detected 
in our study through notable material curling produced in TEM samples during sample 
thinning to 100um. Other investigators have dedicated specific focus on modeling these 
stresses (Vrancken et al.), and at least one source has reported that under tensile stresses 
the formation of 𝛾′′ precipitates is enhanced while compressive stress suppresses it 
(Paulonis et al.). According to these observations, internal stresses coupled with 
temperatures sufficient for ageing or precipitation could influence precipitate formation 
during buildup and or heat treatments. While the implications of said selective formations 
are not well understood at least a fundamental acknowledgement of their presence may 
lead to some notable discovery on the matter. Furthermore, when considering the rapid 
nature of solidification in the DMLS process, one should also consider the effects that 
solidification rate could have on nucleation and growth as well as the dendritic vs. planar 
solidification front.  
It has been seen and reported that DMLS processing can lead to a columnar grain 
structure in a variety of metals as shown by Murr et al. (Murr et al. "Metal Fabrication by 
Additive Manufacturing Using Laser and Electron Beam Melting Technologies"). 
Anisotropic/orthotropic behavior is expected with columnar structure and dendritic growth 
in preferred direction  
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 Many sources compare the structure of DMLS materials to epitaxially grown 
materials, and from a solidification perspective this is locally the case for each melting 
event. Each column or droplet of melted material would have a high temperature gradient 
in the build direction during melting, and solidification will likely occur in that same 
direction soon after the laser has passed by, this leads to a dendritic growth favoring the 
fast growth in the build direction. With dendritic growth, one would expect compositional 
differences in dendrite and inter-dendritic region, impacting precipitation. Since the 
orientation of precipitates in general is influenced by the matrix orientation, it also comes 
as no surprise that the precipitates in IN718 and other alloys are found in columnar 
orientations (Murr et al. "Fabrication of Metal and Alloy Components by Additive 
Manufacturing: Examples of 3d Materials Science").  
 Nucleation plays a key role in microstructural development for ingot and other slow 
cooling processes, and in applications where the cooling is very rapid notable nucleation 
events would be required if any significant growth were to become of them. In DMLS 
solidification the primary nucleation event must surely come from the liquid solid interface, 
and while any sidewalls from the melt front or adjacent layers would have a role in this 
nucleation, because of the thermal gradient created during heating it is likely that the 
development of these nucleation events will be stifled by the primary growth of the base 
layer nucleation. Additional changes from conventionally wrought materials may stem as 
well from the effects that the laser would have on the concentrations of absorbed gases in 
the material. In a study by Cockcroft et al, nitrogen concentrations leading to titanium 
nitride particle growth had a very large effect on nucleation. In this same study the effects 
of outgassing in electron beam melting events was discussed.  
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While DMLS and E-Beam processes are very different in some aspects, the heating 
mechanism is basically the same and in terms of boiling off absorbed gases the effect may 
be equivalent (Cockcroft et al.). With a very narrow glance at the very complex nature of 
solidification in the DMLS process, it is clear that the number of possible contributions 
responsible for changes in the behavior of IN718 when transitioning from conventional to 
DMLS processes is quite large. 
  In summary, the contributing factors introduced thus far are: significant internal 
stresses in the material as a result of rapid local cooling, possible changes in microstructure 
and precipitation development as a result of internal stresses and ageing, columnar structure 
and rapid growth in the build direction, and nucleation limiting from kinetics and from the 
possible reduction of absorbed nitrogen and other gasses as a result of boil off during 
heating.  
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS OF CREEP DATA 
Creep Test Data Analysis 
One of the major endeavors in this study was the analysis of several creep rupture 
and strain-time (-t) data.  Strain-time (-t) curves were analyzed in order to model the 
creep behavior in conventional wrought IN718 and DMLS IN718. This analysis was done 
using printouts of the creep curves. For each curve a line was drawn that bisected as many 
of the data points as was possible. The slope of such lines represented the creep rates for 
the sample that was tested. The means of determining steady-state creep rate (minimum 
creep rate) in each test (-t curve) was to identify and draw a line representing the minimum 
slope. This was done by using a ruler to measure the line height at t=0 and again at the last 
marked time value on the graph. The overall change in height was calculated by subtracting 
the height at t=0 from the final height measured at the last time value. Diving the change 
in height by the last time value and multiplying by a calibration factor calculated the slope. 
The calibration factor was determined by dividing the largest marked strain value by its 
height. An example of a typical creep curve with the steady state creep line drawn and the 
strain rate measurements is shown in Figure 4a. 
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Figure 4a. A creep curve with a line that estimates the steady state creep is drawn, the 
slope of the line is then determined, and the scale of the Y axis is measured to calculate a 
calibration parameter  
 
Similar graphs were used in the DMLS case, expect that the data was significantly less 
plentiful and assessing a correct fit was much more difficult. During the process it was 
unclear whether the quality of the steady state strain calculations would be sufficient, 
however, after the data was analyzed the fit quality and the regression suggested that the 
data was satisfactory. Figure 4b shows an example of one of the DMLS creep curves and 
the steady state stress rate estimation.  
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Figure 4b. DMLS creep curve with secondary creep line used in estimating the steady-
state creep rate.  
 
Once this is all done each graph has eight values associated with it, these are: 
sample name, stress, test temperature, height at zero, height at largest “t” marking, value 
of largest “t” marking, height at largest strain marking, value of largest strain marking. The 
symbols used for these values beginning with stress are respectively: 
𝜎, 𝑇, ℎ𝑜 , ℎ𝑡 , 𝑡, ℎ𝜖 , 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜖. The steady state creep rate 𝜖?̇?𝑠 can be calculated as follows: 
𝜖?̇?𝑆 = (
𝜖
ℎ𝜖
) (
ℎ𝑡 − ℎ0
𝑡
) (𝐸𝑞. 1)  
After all of these values had been determined for each test, they were inputted into a 
spreadsheet that applied Eq. 1 to solve for steady state creep for each case.  
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Modeling Steady-State Creep-Rate and Creep Deformation 
 In this study we used the simple and well-established power-law and hyperbolic 
sine (Sinh) creep laws in modeling steady-state creep rate. In this model, normalized stress 
(stress/modulus, see Eq. 2) and temperature are the key parameters impacting the creep 
behavior. Other material parameters such as stacking fault energy, and time-dependent 
“state” variables such as dislocation density and back-stress are not explicitly considered. 
The Sinh relationship is an extension of power-law stress dependency accounting for both 
power-law and power-law-breakdown across stress range, where, one can use several 
power-law relationships with different exponent “n” values to cover the whole stress range.  
The Power-law and Sinh creep models used for predicting steady-state creep rate (𝜀?̇?𝑠) are 
presented in Eq. 3a and 3b, respectively.   
𝜎𝑛 =
𝜎
𝐸(𝑇)
 (𝐸𝑞. 2) 
𝜀?̇?𝑠 = 𝐴(𝜎𝑛
𝑛) exp (−
𝑄
𝑅𝑇
) (𝐸𝑞. 3𝑎) 
𝜀?̇?𝑠 = 𝐴[sinh(𝐵𝜎𝑛) ]
𝑛 exp (−
𝑄
𝑅𝑇
) (𝐸𝑞. 3𝑏) 
 
Where, n, n, Q, T, and R represent modulus-normalized-stress, stress exponent, activation 
energy for creep, and gas constant, respectively, and A and B are the constants of the model.  
Information on stress exponent “n” and activation energy “Q” provide valuable 
insight about active creep mechanism(s) in each material, hence, our quest to model the 
creep rate data and determine n and Q values for DMLS and wrought IN718.  
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Values of normalized stress, which alleviates the temperature effects associated 
with the elastic modulus, were calculated using temperature dependent modulus values. 
Due to the lack of DMLS modulus data, values for wrought IN718 was used in determining 
the normalized stresses for both wrought and DMLS material. We recognize potential 
differences in DMLS due to material anisotropy developed in additive manufacturing 
process, however, the variation should be relatively small for DMLS, in comparison with 
the E-beam AM where higher anisotropy is present. We recommend use of DMLS modulus 
value for increased accuracy.  
The approach used in determining stress exponent (n) and activation energy (Q), as 
well as, constants A and B is presented below. It is worth mentioning that an understanding 
and knowledge of creep deformation behavior is instrumental in modeling, recognizing 
that a “blind” data fitting approach, using these scattered looking data set, can lead to 
inaccurate empirical model. 
Considering power-law creep, one can easily determine the values of stress 
exponent (n) by plotting logarithm of (𝜀?̇?𝑠) vs. logarithm of (n) resulting in linear 
dependency, and calculating the slope of the lines at a given stress ranges.  
The temperature dependency of creep deformation follows Arrhenius relationship; 
hence, one can determine the activation energy Q by plotting logarithm of (𝜀?̇?𝑠) vs. (1/T) 
at given normalized-stress values. Another words, Q can be determined using pairs of data 
points with the same normalized-stress condition and different test temperatures.  
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A slight transformation of Eq. 3a and 3b using the natural logarithm produces an 
array of data that is much easier to fit for determining n and Q as discussed above. The 
modified equation is as follows: 
ln(𝜀?̇?𝑆) = ln(𝐴) + 𝑛(𝜎𝑛) − (
𝑄
𝑅𝑇
) (𝐸𝑞. 4𝑎) 
ln(𝜀?̇?𝑆) = ln(𝐴) + 𝑛[ln(sinh(𝐵𝜎𝑛))] − (
𝑄
𝑅𝑇
) (𝐸𝑞. 4𝑏) 
Graph of the creep data for the wrought material shown in Figure 5a can be used to 
determine stress exponent. Stress exponent of 2 at low stress range is indicative of 
diffusional creep and/or grain boundary sliding being active in that range. The higher 
slope/exponent of 6 at high stress range represents dislocation-controlled creep 
mechanism. This graph clearly reveals a mechanism change occurring at 1200 and 1300𝑜𝐹 
at normalizes-stress (stress/modulus) of ~1.5x10-03. 
Figure 8 shows the DMLS sample data (open symbols) with the wrought data (filled 
symbols) for 1300𝑜𝐹 and 1400𝑜𝐹 in a single graph. As can be seen, low stress exponent 
and the mechanism change that was noted for wrought IN718 in these temperatures and 
stress ranges are not present in the DMLS samples, indicating potential difficulty in 
diffusional creep and/or grin-boundary sliding in this material. Such could be due factors 
which inhibit self-diffusion and/or pins the grain boundaries.    
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Figure 5a. Log-log plot of strain rate of wrought IN718 for a range of temperatures and 
stresses. The stress component is normalized using the Young’s modulus, it can be seen 
from the data trend that a departure in creep mechanism occurs in the 1200 and 1300𝑜𝐹 
samples  
 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the slope of the fitted lines in the high-stress regime 
for both DMLS and wrought samples are the same, representing dislocation glide creep 
mechanism. This figure clearly shows the evidence of significantly higher creep resistance 
in the DMLS IN718 samples vs. the conventional wrought IN718 samples. Additionally, 
the effect of specimen orientation in DMLS orientation was studied by performing creep 
tests at 1300°F. Relatively small effect is noted, as shown in Figure 5c below.   
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Figure 5b. Combined data from Wrought and DMLS samples 
 
 
Figure 5c. Effect of DMLS specimen orientation on creep behavior and illustration of 
orientation (Smith et al.) 
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  A Graph of ln (𝜀?̇?𝑠) vs. 1/T plotted for normalized stress of 0.0015 and 0.003 is 
shown in Figure 6. This graph is used in determining the activation energy Q, by 
multiplying the slope of the line (-Q/R) with gas constant R. The activation energy value 
of ~120,000Cal was determined for both wrought and DMLS IN718. 
Once the values of n and Q are determined, we use “Origin Pro” software for 
computer fit in determining constants A and B in creep model. As such, a new column was 
added to the spreadsheet that calculated ln(𝜀?̇?𝑆).  
This variable along with 𝜎𝑛 and T were all copied into a table in Origin Pro and a 
fit was applied using Eq. 4 with Q and R set as constants and with A, B as parameters.  
 
 
Figure 6. Semi-log plot of strain rate vs. 1/T for normalized stresses of 0.0015 and 0.003. 
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Initial attempt in data fitting with n, A, and B as variables led to high values of 𝑅2 
for the fit, but with excessively high standard error, as the software would use B to 
overcompensate for n. Hence, following the creep behavior, we first determined n and Q 
per the approach discussed above, and used the software to calculate the parameters A and 
B with Q, R, and n as constants. The result was a fit with an 𝑅2 parameter of 0.95 or better 
for both wrought and DMLS samples, and standard errors were at most 50% the value of 
the parameter and at best as low as 5% the value of the parameter.  
 
Understanding Data Fit Results 
Having reached a satisfactory data fit the final step was to make a visual check to 
ensure that the software was in fact creating a proper function. In order to do this, 
temperature-compensated steady-state creep rate (𝜀?̇?𝑠 /exp (
−𝑄
𝑅𝑇
) , 𝑜𝑟  ?̇?𝑠𝑠 exp (
𝑄
𝑅𝑇
)) was 
plotted against normalized stress.  
According to Eq. 4 such plot collapses all creep data generated at various stresses 
and temperatures to a single curve. Graphs of temperature compensated creep rate vs. 
normalized stress for conventional wrought and DMLS IN718 are shown in Figures 7 and 
8. With no low stress DMLS data representing low stress-exponent mechanism such as 
diffusional creep, the wrought and DMLS data were independently modeled using Sinh 
creep model in determining the constants of the models.  
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Figures 7 and 8 show the approach, where, the data of 𝜀?̇?𝑠 exp (
𝑄
𝑅𝑇
) as a function of 
𝜎𝑛 with 𝐴[sinh(𝐵𝜎𝑛) ]
𝑛  as the fit function is considered for best fit analysis. The values 
of the constants, as well as, the data fit (lines represent the fit to data using the constants 
calculated) are shown in these graphs. 
 
Figure 7. Steady state creep rates of conventionally wrought IN718 are graphed in blue 
with the fitted function shown as an orange curve 
 
 Temperature compensated creep data for both DMLS and wrought IN718 were 
plotted on one graph in Figure 9. This graph clearly reveals the superior creep performance 
of DMLS IN718 compared to wrought IN718.  
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Figure 8. Steady state creep values for DMLS IN718 are shown in blue whith the fitted 
function illustrated as an orange curve 
 
Verification and Summary of Analysis 
To further assert the validity of the model, the predicted values of steady-state creep rate 
(?̇?𝑠𝑠,𝑃 = 𝐴[sinh(𝐵𝜎𝑛) ]
𝑛 exp (
−𝑄
𝑅𝑇
)) were calculated for each data point and compared with 
the measured values in order to evaluate the integrity of the model within the existing data 
range (see Figures 10 and 11). The fact that the data are equally spread around the perfect 
45-degree line is indicative of the validity of the models. 
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Figure 9. Plot of temperature-compensated steady state creep rates vs. normalized-stress 
for wrought and DMLS IN718 samples.  
 
It should be noted that in a dataset, a better fit gives a less of a deviation between 
measured and predicted values and fitting software works to minimize this. Additionally, 
the quality of the fit can be judged from the balance of deviations on either side of the 
horizontal line.  
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Figure 10. Measured creep rate vs. predicted for wrought IN718  
 
Having shown that the creep study was valid in spite of the limited data available, 
it can be summarized that the data shows a higher creep resistance for DMLS IN718 than 
for wrought IN718. Furthermore, the change in “n” within the range of stresses used in this 
study is indicative of a clear mechanism change in creep deformation for the wrought 
material, where the diffusional and/or grain boundary sliding mechanism is active at low 
stress and the dislocation glide mechanism is responsible for creep at high stress range. 
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Figure 11. Measured creep rate vs. predicted for DMLS IN718 
 
  Such mechanism change was not observed for the DMLS material within the stress 
range tested. The absence of low stress exponent creep mechanism in DMLS points to 
microstructure/substructure differences between wrought and DMLS materials, hence, 
recommending further TEM studies and more comprehensive creep data collection to 
understand the differences in behavior of IN718 manufactured with two different processes 
of conventional forgings and DMLS additive manufacturing. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SEM STUDY 
SEM studies on three creep rupture tested samples and one polished sample were 
conducted during the initial phase of this study (Spring 2016).  
The three creep specimens were fabricated using different AM-growth direction with 
respect to creep loading axis. Figure 12 shows the schematics of three specimens 
orientation in the DMLS built. The creep test condition was identical in these tests (1300°F 
temperature and stress of 55ksi). 
 
 
Figure 12. Schematics of specimen orientations (Smith et al.) 
 
SEM analysis of fracture surface in these creep-ruptured specimens indicated 
ductile fracture with evidence of intergranular cracking. Figure 13 below clearly shows the 
surface of a grain on the fracture surface of the vertically grown specimen.  
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A closer look at the surface of the grain boundary shows embedded oxide and or 
carbide precipitates (see Fig. 14). Note that these grain boundary precipitates are sub-
micron features (≤ 0.5𝜇𝑚). The fracture surface shown in Figure 15 is from horizontally 
grown sample H65 (“dog bone” test bar lying horizontally while being printed). Fracture 
surface of sample 45-123 with test bar loading axis aligned in the 45 degree AM growth 
direction is also shown in Figure 18. The fracture morphology on these creep-tested 
specimens (Figures 8-10) looks roughly the same.  
 EDX analysis was performed on the precipitates of sample H65 and V138 and in 
both cases oxides were noted. EDX analysis of a representative precipitate on the fracture 
surface is shown in Figure 19. Use of TEM is preferred for the additional structural 
information that can be obtained from diffraction patterns. 
Low magnification SEM images shown in Figures 16 through 18 provide direct 
comparison of the three samples, indicating similar fracture morphology for both the 
vertical and 45-degree grown samples; however, in the case of the horizontally grown 
sample the surface appears to be softer and less faceted in some areas. Additional EBSD 
and metallographic analyses from the longitudinal cross-section of gage and grip regions 
of these specimens are recommended for investigating creep cavitation and for better 
understanding of the noted differences of the fracture morphology. 
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Figure 13. Fracture surface of V130 creep ruptured sample tested at 1300°F and 55ksi for 
2796 hours 
 
Figure 14. Grain boundary surface of grain shown in Figure 13 note the precipitate particles 
distributed throughout the surface. Box denotes area scanned for EDX analysis shown in 
Figure 18 
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Figure 15. Fracture surface of Horizontal H65 creep sample tested at 1300°F and 55ksi for 
1918 hours. 
 
 
Figure 16. Vertically grown sample V130 
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Figure 17. Horizontally grown sample H65 
 
 
Figure 18. Sample 45-123 grown at 45 degree offset to baseplate     
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A key take away from all of the SEM analysis is that all three samples appear to be 
behaving in a fashion that we would expect for traditionally manufactured Inconel parts, 
however the variations between the three samples show that the degree of anisotropy 
present in the samples prepared by DMLS in many ways is distinct from traditionally 
prepared samples. The anisotropic nature of these specimens could be further validated via 
EBSD analysis. 
 
 
Figure 19. EDX analysis of the precipitate noted by box on Fracture surface in Figure 14  
 
Further SEM analysis was conducted on polished and etched samples excised from 
the grip section of a DMLS test bar. Figures 20 and 21 are SEM images of the polished 
sample. The grain boundaries decorated with sub-micron precipitates are clearly visible in 
this sample. EDX analysis of the precipitates was attempted, however, limitation with focus 
at such high magnification in SEM made the chemical analysis challenging.  
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Further analysis of this sample using SEM/EDX/EBSD indicated the presence of 
carbides and oxides at grain boundaries (see Figure 22). Higher magnification image of the 
polished sample shown in Figure 21 also reveals a surface with micro-pits (≤0.1 𝜇m in 
size), potentially the result of the etching process, suggesting a uniform distribution of 
composition variation associated with the in-grain 𝛾′ and/or 𝛾′′  precipitates. 
 
 
Figure 20. Polished surface of sample 45-020 (grown at a 45 degree offset), the minor 
shade variations in the image illustrate grain boundaries 
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Figure 21. Close up of figure 20 showing visibility of grain boundaries and shape of 
precipitate particle   
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Figure 22. EDX analysis of precipitate on polished surface of a DMLS test-bar grip section 
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CHAPTER 5 
TEM SAMPLE PREPARATION 
Electropolishing Equipment and Process 
The most important element of TEM analysis is the preparation of a viable thin 
TEM sample, with sufficient area for observing microstructural features present in-grain, 
as well as, those along the grain boundaries. Electro-polishing is reported to be the most 
appropriate TEM sample preparation technique for superalloys. Following is a 
recommended approach for preparing TEM samples of superalloy material (Dehmas et al.);  
• Mechanical thinning down to a thickness of about 50 μm,  
• Jet polishing in a TenuPol- 5 at −10◦C and a voltage of 22 V.  
• The electrolyte consisting of one part perchloric acid, two parts butylcellosolve, and 
nine parts methanol.  
Currently ASU does not possess a functioning electro-polishing capability for TEM 
sample preparation, and uses Focused Ion Beam (FIB) method for TEM sample 
preparation. FIB method works well on silicon, however it is a very time consuming 
process for superalloys, and so far it has not provided enough area in a given sample to 
capture the number of crystalline grains required for this study.  To address the sample 
preparation needs of this study various electropolishing units were evaluated for 
procurement. Fischione Instruments Model 110 Automatic Twin-Jet Electropolisher 
(Fischione)was and is still believed to be an appropriate and cost effective unit to acquire 
in support of this type of project.   
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Figure 23. Fischione Model 110 Twin-Jet Electropolisher (Fischione) 
 
As FIB processing currently used by ASU’s LeRoy microscopy center for preparing 
TEM specimens is not ideal for superalloy materials used in aerospace, the addition of this 
unit to ASU’s facilities would greatly enhance capabilities for TEM analysis of metallic 
samples. While plans to obtain this instrument were made, funding proved insufficient, and 
rather than continue to pursue this option arrangement were made to have the sample 
polished by a private party. 
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Sample Sectioning and Polishing 
 A straightforward approach to creating Inconel samples for TEM was worked out 
and performed. The first challenge was to obtain thin sections of sample in the shape of a 
3mm disc. This was accomplished using EDM machining. The sample was cut into 
0.25mm slices and the slices were clamped thin-side normal and several 3mm discs were 
cut out of each slice. These discs were mounted to a Pyrex post using a low-temperature 
thermal adhesive. To further ensure a good end result a device was machined to assist in 
mounting the discs to the Pyrex posts. The device used a weight to firmly seat the discs 
during the cooling of the adhesive. A post with three to four samples was then mechanically 
thinned by hand polishing. Polishing abrasive sizes ranged from 15um to 6um, initially 
metal bonded diamond polishing pads were used to quickly take off material. Final 
polishing was performed with polymer bonded pads and the end result was a mirror finish 
with a thickness of 70-100um. 
After the samples had been mechanically prepared arrangements were made with Keith 
Wagoner of RJ Lee Group to electropolish the samples until the center became electron 
transparent. Initially making contact with Keith was quite difficult, however after some 
time he was successfully contacted and the samples were sent to him and payment 
arranged. The electropolished samples were received two weeks after they had been sent 
off.  
Figure 24 shows the stages of sample preparation from slicing of the large sample to the 
mounted discs on a Pyrex post, Figure 25 shows and exploded view of the weighting 
system. 
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Figure 24. Stages of TEM sample preparation from initial EDM slicing to polishing 
 
 
Figure 25. Weight system designed and used to mount samples for polishing on the Pyrex 
posts shown in the center 
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IMC TEM Diffraction Simulation 
In preparation for TEM studies the crystal structures of each precipitate of Inconel 
alloy 718 and the crystal structure of the parent material have been used to generate 
possible electron diffraction patterns, these patterns have been rendered and printed onto 
transparencies so that superlattice images can be simulated quickly during the TEM 
investigation. These will be useful in doing phase-contrast imaging. In phase-contrast 
imaging an objective aperture is used to create a dark-field image with a peak from a 
particular phase of a material. These bright-field image will have conditions such that only 
the portions of the sample that are of the phase corresponding to the selected diffraction 
spot will appear in contrast. Using this technique, we plan to evaluate the samples to see if 
there are any patterns to the formation of the precipitates. Notably we are looking to see if 
they are found along strain fields that have been created by thermal expansion and 
contraction of the sample during the DMLS printing process.  
 
The 𝛾 phase in Inconel is composed of Ni with an FCC lattice and a lattice parameter 
𝑎 = 3.524𝑛𝑚 
 
The 𝛾′ phase is composed of 𝑁𝑖3(𝐴𝑙, 𝑇𝑖) and has 𝑃𝑚3̅𝑚 symmetry with Al at (0 0 0)  type 
sites and (Ni, Al) at (
1
2
 
1
2
 0) type sites. 
 
The 𝛾′′ phase is composed of 𝑁𝑖3𝑁𝑏 and has a I4/mmm symmetry with Nb at (0 0 0) sites 
and Ni at  (
1
2
0
1
4
) and (0 0
1
2
) type sites.  
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Figure 26. Simulated TEM diffraction patterns overlaid on an actual TEM diffraction 
pattern. From left to right the overlaid patters represent the [1̅ 0 0] patterns for 𝛾, 𝛾′, and 
𝛾′′ phases.  
 
In Figure 26 patterns generated using the crystal symmetry and cross sectional scattering 
factors for respective elements are represented by the dark spots and are indexed in the blue 
letters. They are overlaid on an image of a [1̅00] axis oriented superlattice pattern for 
𝛾, 𝛾′, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛾′′. The image (Kitaguchi) is the same in all three images, the overlaid patters 
are for 𝛾, 𝛾′, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛾′′ from left to right respectively. It can be seen from these three images 
that all visible spots are accounted for with the three patterns, furthermore it can be 
concluded that the lattice parameter for each is roughly equivalent since each pattern was 
matched using the same scaling factor and lattice parameter.  
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CHAPTER 6 
TEM STUDY 
IN718 samples processed using DMLS additive manufacturing, as well as one 
excised from conventional forgings were analyzed using ARM 200keV microscope at 
ASU. The TEM samples in this study were prepared by focused ion beam (FIB). The results 
are summarized below.    
Figure 27 shows TEM analysis of a FIB-prepared DMLS sample. Metastable 
precipitates of  𝛾′′ phase dispersed in a  𝛾 matrix is revealed in this STEM image. 
Precipitate size is determined to be ~5-10nm. Loss of metastable  𝛾′′ phase morphology 
near the specimen edge is a sample preparation artifact. High magnification STEM image 
shown in Figure 28 also reveals the presence of in-grain metastable and crystalline 
precipitate of 𝛾′′ phase (~5nm) in this material. STEM image of grain boundary region 
shown in Figures 16a and 16b indicate the presence of many Phases/impurities along grain-
boundary (outlined in red). These GB phases are 500 nm (~0.5 𝜇𝑚) in size and larger than 
the in-grain 5nm (0.005 𝜇𝑚)  𝛾′′ precipitates shown in figure 28. The lightest regions 
shown in figure 30 are holes thru the specimen and is not due variability in structure & 
composition. Dark field TEM images of the DMLS sample also shows larger acicular 
intermetallic precipitates (see Figure 31) of similar morphology to that reported in literature 
[13]. The large irregular white impurity particle just above the magnification marker in 
Figure 31 is believed to be carbide, oxides, or oxy-carbides, as reflected by the small sharp 
spots near (000) in the diffraction pattern shown in Figure 32.  
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High concentration/number of impurity particles in this material is also evident via 
the Bragg reflections and SAD from DF3 image of 31 shown in Figure 33. Note that the 
red circle in figure 33 indicates Bragg reflections used for the image shown in 32.  
 
 
Figure 27. TEM analysis of FIB-prepared DMLS sample showing metastable 𝛾′′phase 
dispersed in a 𝛾 matrix. 
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Figure 28. High magnification STEM image, revealing presence of in-grain metastable 
and crystalline precipitate phase (~ 5nm) 
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Figure 29. STEM image of grain boundary region contain many grain-boundary 
phases/impurities (~0.5 𝜇𝑚)   
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Figure 30. Higher magnification TEM image revealing phases along grain boundary 
impurity particles.  
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Figure 31. Dark field image showing high-density small intermetallic precipitates with 
morphology similar to that reported in literature.  
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Figure 32. Diffraction pattern result from DMLS IN718 sample shown in Figure 28  
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Figure 33. SAD from Figure 31, the intensity and number of impurity Bragg reflections 
indicate a fairly large impurity particle concentration.  
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Figure 34. Low Magnification view showing large white impurity particles, high 
dislocation density, and a twin (twin boundaries do not appear to be decorated with 
impurity particles) 
 
 
Twin%
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The low Magnification view of TEM sample taken from the grip section of a DMLS 
test bar shown in Figure 34 displays large white impurity particles and high dislocation 
density. Presence of a twin about 1𝜇𝑚 wide traversing the image (top-to-bottom) is also 
visible in this image, with no impurity particles decorating the twin boundaries. 
Conventional IN718 samples cut from forgings were also analyzed using TEM, as 
a reference and for comparison with DMLS material.  Low magnification image shown in 
Figure 35 reveals the presence of small intermetallic precipitates and high dislocation 
density in conventional forged IN718 samples, as well. However, further evaluation of 
several grain boundaries visible in 36 indicated the lack-of, or the absence of, impurity 
particles/phases along the grain boundaries in conventional IN718. Note that the presence 
of curved grain boundaries, signifying the mobile nature of these grain boundaries at the 
last heat treatment temperature, is indicative of a thermodynamically non-equilibrium state 
moving toward their centers of curvature. Higher magnification image of a grain boundary 
region in Figure 19b clearly shows the presence of dislocations in some grains and small 
intermetallic precipitates in others. No other impurity particles (e.g., carbides as noted in 
DMLS sample) are prominently visible in the boundaries or in the grain of this 
conventional IN718 specimen. The limited thin area available for TEM analysis in FIB-
prepared DMLS and conventional samples made a statistical analysis challenging. Hence, 
further TEM analysis using electrochemical-polishing technique is highly recommended 
in solidifying the difference in grain boundary phases mentioned above.  
Further diffraction pattern analysis revealed similar in-grain precipitates present in 
the conventional IN718 samples but at much lower concentration than DMLS (See Figure 
37).  
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Note that the rectangular nature of the pattern indicates a tetragonal, or 
orthorhombic structure. The small diffuse arcs are believed to be from an amorphized 
surface layer of metal on the specimens caused by the FIB process.  
  
Figure 35. Low magnification image of conventional IN718 reference sample shows the 
presence of small intermetallic precipitates and high dislocation density. Note the absence 
of impurity particles.  
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Figure 36. Higher magnification image of a grain boundary region in the conventional 
IN718 reference specimen shown in Figure 35 
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Figure 37. Diffraction analysis of the conventional IN718 (FIB’ed sample) shows similar 
in-grain phases present, but at much lower concentration than DMLS.  
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CHAPTER 7 
THERMAL MODELING 
Introduction and goals 
Soon after beginning this project it became apparent that a better understanding of 
the thermal history of not just a part that is created using DMLS/SLM, but of the various 
sublayers of a part as well was needed. After a lot of deliberation, a scheme for analysis 
was devised and a simple matlab code was created which currently is functional, although 
some adjustments are still necessary for the calculations to be accurate. The layout, the 
basis of the code, report on the preliminary results, and the vision for the code and its 
significance are discussed in the following section. 
The goal of the FEA analysis is to accurately model thermal histories for any region 
of a part, and to take that information and use it to predict the resultant microstructure of 
that region. For example, one benefit of this modeling would be visibility to heat transfer 
path and the level of undercooling achieved in solidification of melt pool, which will in 
turn provide valuable insight into dendritic vs. planar growth and potential texturing.  In 
addition, one can leverage the cooling path information obtained with such models and in 
conjunction with TTT diagrams predict the microstructure of the material. 
For the first iteration of the analysis we have chosen to create a 1D model, this will 
later be expanded to a 2D or 3D model as the code and the mathematical model is 
developed.  
Currently a matrix is generated with temperature values mapped over a number of 
timestamps for a given number of physical layers of material. In this model, each layer’s 
history is detailed and can be analyzed separately from other layers.  
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To illustrate the proposed approach, three hypothetical cooling paths (1, 2, 3) are 
sketched on a transformation diagram for IN718 in Figure 38.  Once accurate 
representation of cooling path from AM and heat treatment are obtained, one can leverage 
the appropriate transformation diagram, as schematically shown in Figure 20, and predict 
the material microstructure. 
Using the data obtained from thermal simulation, we can superimpose the 
temperatures profile and dwell times at those temperatures on the appropriate 
transformation diagram, and predict precipitates type and volume fraction that would be 
forming in the material as a result. For SLM materials there may not be enough time in 
most cases for anything to form, however in E-beam samples there will be plenty of time 
for the development of precipitates and microstructure. The code developed in this study 
would have the capabilities of creating thermal histories for both processes. The thermal 
history should also provide us with means to calculate internal stresses; this methodology 
is still being investigated and will be reported in future.  
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Figure 38. Schematic representation of a thermal/material modeling approach proposed for 
determining material microstructure developed during the manufacturing (e.g., DMLS) and 
heat treatment.  
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Equations and Assumptions 
The equations used in our preliminary matlab model are very simple; they involve 
simple heat transfer. Let us consider the equation for heat transfer for two bodies with a 
contact surface: 
𝑄 =
𝑘𝐴Δ𝑇
𝑑
    (Eq.5) 
 
Where Q is the heat transferred, k is the thermal conductivity coefficient, A is the 
cross sectional area of the contact surface, and Δ𝑇 is the difference in temperature between 
the two bodies. If we combine this with the relationship for temperature and heat transfer 
shown below then we can simplify the equation for our needs: 
 
𝑄 = 𝑚𝐶Δ𝑇  (Eq.6) 
 
Where m is the mass of the body and C is the specific heat. Let us assume that both 
layers are of the same material and have the same m and C values. Let us also combine k, 
A, and d into a single constant P for our model; now we can compute the resultant 
temperature change between two layers based on their difference in temperatures.  
 
Δ𝑇𝐸𝑥𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 = 𝑃Δ𝑇𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠  (Eq.7) 
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In order to simply the problem and make it easy to compute a number of 
assumptions have been made, they are as follows: 
1. Each new layer can be modeled by adding material at a given temperature rather 
than by actually introducing heat into the system 
2. Heat transfer in the part can be modeled by calculating heat transfer between two 
layers at a time on a very rapid timescale so that in any given cycle of operation 
only a miniscule amount of heat is transferred 
3. Lateral heat dissipation can be modeled using temperature dependent equations 
for energy loss 
4. Latent heat of fusion is assumed to have a rate that follows Arrhenius 
(exponential) relation on the level of undercooling, and that coupling this with a 
limit of energy that can be removed from the system to account for undercooling 
could accurately predict heat loss.  
5. Using thin layers and a high rate of calculations a very simple model for heat 
transfer can be used and still provide accurate results. IV.3. Program Flow 
 
The program starts by creating base layers at the base layer temperature, with every 
layer created the layer counter updates itself. The layer counter is used to define the row 
value of the given layer. The first of a series of truncated loops is the pass loop; each cycle 
here represents the deposition of a new layer of material. The loop will create as many 
sublayers as the program defines, each with the liquid layer temperature assigned to them; 
these add more rows to the historical temperature matrix.  
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Within the pass loop is the count loop, each count is a displayed temperature at a 
given time for a given layer. Within the count loop is the iteration loop, this loop runs 
several iterations of heat transfer or loss for every count, the end value is saved as the count 
value so as to reduce the number of data points for the graph while still maintaining a very 
short timestamp for calculations. All of the heat transfer happens in this loop. Once the 
number of iterations is reached for a count, the last value is saved as the count value. When 
the desired number count is reached for a pass, the pass loop creates another set of molten 
layers and the process begins all over again. This continues until the desired number of 
passes has been obtained.  
 
Preliminary Results 
Preliminary analysis was conducted with a liquid layer T of 1600K and a baseplate 
T of 300K, for 50 layers. Figure 39 displays every tenth layer as a temperature vs time 
graph.  
As can be seen in figure 39 there are several heating events predicted for the material with 
very rapid cooling involved, of course the model is not yet refined enough to be 
quantitatively accurate, however it is functional and it agrees with a proposed thermal 
histories presented in literature (see Figure 40).  
Additional work is planned to greatly improve the model and the code that is used 
to calculate it. The implications of a successful model are very promising. If 
thermodynamic, kinetic, and thermal data can be combined then microstructure can be 
accurately predicted.  
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If the model were in fact a 3D model, then the computer could use the results to 
create an optimized raster pattern to control resultant microstructure. There may be 
possibilities to create materials with a marked improvement over current printed and of 
conventional materials. 
 
 
Figure 39.  Computed historical Temperature for layer 1 in a 5-layer system 
 
 
Figure 40. Schematic image of the complex temperature–time profile experienced in the 
course of the production of an additively manufactured part. The numbers designate 
specific processing steps when precipitation, desired and undesired, may occur (Jägle et 
al.) 
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Relating to Internal Stress 
The preliminary matlab code for thermal analysis is constructed in a way that it can 
be further developed to incorporate additional features and dimensions. The dispersion of 
these internal stresses is not well known as they are hard to measure. And while predicting 
them is difficult due to a dependence on several factors including: part geometry relative 
to each location, scanning patterns, preexisting conditions at each location, and future 
heating events that may occur during successive layer melting. One thing that may be 
concluded is that the conditions the lead to internal stresses are highly varied throughout 
the structure of even a simple part. The magnitude of the variations in stress can be at least 
assumed to be as great as the average magnitude of the stresses themselves as it is believed 
that some stress free zones would exist.  
Since it has been shown that stress leads to a change in the development of 
precipitates in Inconel alloy 718 it can be assumed the internal stress is also capable of 
affecting the microstructural development of the material during ageing and heat 
treatments. Furthermore, given that the distribution of these internal stresses is non-
uniform, it can be concluded that a DMLS part that has been heat treated will have a non-
uniform arrangement of precipitates throughout and a variation in its physical properties. 
This is not a new thing to a manufacturing, internal stress is present in many manufacturing 
processes. The beauty of this condition in the DMLS process is that many of the factors 
leading to internal stress and varied physical properties are to a large extent controllable.  
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It is proposed that the complex microstructure of a DMLS part could be predicted 
with three models: first a comprehensive model of thermal history for a part that predicts 
thermal histories for each node in the material, second a comprehensive model of thermal 
expansion and contraction during solidification that uses each of the thermal histories and 
the preexisting conditions for each node point to predict internal stress, and third a model 
that predicts microstructure development using material properties and the conditions from 
the previous two models. Furthermore, if prediction is possible then so is optimization.  
The implications of this are far-reaching, and the term 3D printing would no longer 
apply to DMLS parts that were optimized in this way because dimensions like grain size 
and precipitation could be programmed into the computer model to be printed. A part 
geometry could be designed on a computer, then microstructural properties could the 
defined throughout the part and stored as property layers. Optimization software would 
first guess at the laser power output, rastering strategies, individual wait times, secondary 
passes, and other methods of creating the conditions that were defined in the part file. The 
software would then try out the guess and compare predicted results with those desired and 
make adjustments, and this would repeat until the best case scenario was achieved. The 
designer would be able to compare the predicted best case scenario with what was desired, 
if it was acceptable then a part would be printed accordingly. 
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CHAPTER 8 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Summary 
Microstructural analyses using Scanning Electron Microscopy, Energy Dispersive 
X-ray analysis, and Transmission Electron microscopy were conducted on creep tested 
specimens, metallographically polished/etched samples, and TEM specimens from grip 
section of a test bar. Analysis of the fracture surface of creep-tested specimens revealed 
evidence of ductile intergranular cracking.  
Sub-micron phases such as carbide and oxide were noted at the creep fracture 
surface, and at the grain boundaries of the polished specimens. Presence of such phases at 
grain boundaries could be responsible for grain size stability via pinning of the grain 
boundaries, and material resistance to Coble creep by inhibiting grain boundary diffusion, 
as well as, impeding grain boundary cavitation and coalescence. 
Limited TEM analysis revealed a higher concentration/volume-fraction of sub-
micron in-grain precipitates in DMLS processed versus forged/conventional IN718 
materials evaluated. The noted difference in size and volume fraction of these precipitate 
can greatly influence dislocation creep, in both to climb- or glide- active creep regimes.  
  Steady-state creep data shows evidence of a change in mechanism at 1300F and 
indicates that DMLS creep has a higher temperature threshold for the onset of viscous flow 
than does wrought IN718. The DMLS samples also show significant lower values for the 
coefficient “A” indicating interactions of stacking faults, twin-boundaries, and partial 
dislocations.  
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EBSD analysis of longitudinally sectioned creep specimens of DMLS and 
conventional IN718 is recommended to assist in determining the active creep 
mechanism(s) and shedding more light on the effects discussed.  
Based on literature review, and historic thermal modeling of layers in DMLS parts, 
it is apparent that further understanding of the temperature history of not just the part as a 
whole, but rather a network of points throughout the whole of the part is desirable. This 
information in conjunction with material properties, kinetic information, and 
thermodynamic data can provide a means to predict the microstructure and internal stresses 
in a part. This information coupled with optimization loops would theoretically provide the 
ability to tailor desired part characteristics by creating optimized rastering and temperature 
control of the baseplate.  
The accuracy of the preliminary model still needs be validated using experimental 
data and observation obtained from actual specimens and components manufactured using 
various rastering patterns.  
 
Conclusion 
 It is clear that in this case DMLS IN718 has superior creep characteristics when 
compared to the wrought samples studies. Strong evidence for a change in mechanism, 
couples with limited TEM and SEM images suggest that the distribution and orientation of 
secondary phases, coupled with microstructural remnants from rapid solidification may be 
playing a key role in creep inhibition. Furthermore, all these findings support the theory 
that through strategic rastering patterns, laser dwell time, and wait times in between heating 
events.  
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The microstructure and residual stress of a sample could be tailored to create an optimal 
part build. The realization of this is likely to come through further development of FEA 
models for thermal history, thermal stress, high energy grain boundary induced 
microstructure development, and stress induce selective precipitation of secondary phases 
and IMC’s.    
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